
 

 

CATHEDRAL OF ALL SAINTS, ALBANY 

CATHEDRAL DEAN SEARCH COMMITTEE UPDATE 

 

Dear Member of the Cathedral Family: 

 

The Cathedral Chapter continues to meet regularly in its effort to develop and execute a process 

leading to the election of the next Dean of the Cathedral. Since the distribution and analysis by the 

Cathedral Chapter of the online survey instrument earlier this year, the Small Chapter has been hard 

at work designing a Congregational Profile of the Cathedral for interested candidates. This Profile 

describes the Cathedral—its unique role as an active congregation and beacon for the Diocese; its 

relation to the city of Albany community and the neighborhood that immediately surrounds the 

Cathedral; its mission and goals; programmatic ministries and assets; financial stability; and, most 

important, the people that participate in the life and ministry of the church as regular congregants or 

visitors. 

 

Guided by an ad hoc Search Committee established by the Cathedral Chapter to assist in the new 

Dean search process—as well as to consider and interview candidates nominated by the Bishop to 

the Great Chapter—the Chapter has also prepared for submission to the national Episcopal Church 

a detailed Community Portfolio containing specific information that the national Church will soon 

publicize. In addition to posting the Cathedral deanship vacancy online, the Search Committee also 

intends on announcing the vacancy in The Living Church, a biweekly magazine based in Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin providing commentary and news information on the Episcopal Church in the United 

States. The Search Committee met with Bishop Love in May to coordinate diocesan and Cathedral 

efforts to announce the open deanship to the national Church and evaluate candidates for the 

position. To date, at least six individuals—from dioceses across the country—have expressed an 

interest in the deanship to the Bishop. 

 

Additionally, the Search Committee will soon issue a Request for Questions, inviting the 

participation of the Cathedral worshipping community in development of questions to ask the 

candidates recommended by the Bishop to the Cathedral Chapter during their on-site personal 

interviews. Mindful of the growing and immediate need for permanent spiritual leadership at the 

Cathedral, the Chapter is making every effort to conclude the current discernment process by early 

this autumn. 


